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Jeannie's Journal
Comments and Observations

From the Publisher

By Jeannie Havel

Did you ever try to fix something, and the more you tried, the worse it got? That's how it's been with the
November issue of pcPolyzine. I'm going to spare you the gory details and just get on with news from the
wigwam. But believe me, somebody around here needs a vacation!!!!!!

><><><><><><><><><><

When I acquired this little ezine late last December, I promised I would publish 12 issues a year, and
dagnabit, that's what I intend to do. This issue is the quasi-November issue. I think it might be better if we
switch to a numbering system when referring to each issue from now on. So let's call this one, "Issue #11."
Believe it or not, I am almost simultaneously producing "Issue #12" as you read this. Look for it before the
end of December -- if you are signed up on the Member's Mailing List, I will send you an email when it's
ready. If you haven't signed up, you can do it now by following this link to Yahoo groups:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/polyzinemailinglist/join.

There's lots of news to catch up on, so be sure to look at the Events column for upcoming workshops and
also calls-for-entry. There's a special request from Lisa Pavelka that I know you'll want to read.

One piece of business where I've actually stayed on target, is the pcPolyzine business plan. There are
some exciting new features coming up, and you'll find them starting with the January 2005 issue.  We have
more tutorials in store for you, and I know that makes many of you very happy.

On another note, have you ever thought about submitting your polymer clay art for possible publication in
pcPolyzine? Well, think about it. I would love to take a look at what you create and talk with you about
showing it off in the ezine. If you think you might be interested, just send me an email:
Publisher@pcPolzyine.com, and we'll talk.

OK, now go finish wrapping those gifts, and bake an extra dozen cookies to eat while you're reading this
new issue of pcPolyzine. And in your "spare time," write to me if you get a chance.

Your polyclay pal,
Jeannie Havel
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